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Abstract—In this paper, an extended run time DC UPS system structure with fuel cell and supercapacitor is investigated. A wide input range bi-directional dc-dc converter is described along with the phase-shift modulation scheme and phase-shift with duty cycle control, in different modes. The delivered power and peak current are analyzed and calculated. The key parameters of the bi-directional dc-dc converter, the relationships between the input voltage, phase-shift angle, ratio of the transformer and leakage inductance are analyzed and optimized. Build the system mathematic model and a novel input voltage combined with load current feedback using PI controller with anti-windup scheme to realize closed-loop control of the whole system, and verify the feasibility of the control scheme proposed by simulation. A 1kW prototype controlled by TMS320F2808 DSP is implemented and tested. Experimental results show the validity of design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, with the growth of electric demand and the regulation of energy supply, the occurrence of outage is increasing in many countries. Extended run time UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) systems could be used to overcome these problems [1]. There are several ways of providing the extended run time, but most common solutions today are still the use of diesel generator and batteries. Comparing with diesel generators and batteries, fuel cells and supercapacitors hybrid UPS system can convert the chemical potential of the hydrogen into electric power directly, with consequent high conversion efficiency and possibility to obtain the extended range with the combustible feed from the outside [2]. During the fuel cell starting up or load requirement transient, the supercapacitor can be used as the buffering power source. The UPS block diagram researched in this paper is shown in Fig.1. We could find that the bi-directional DC-DC converter is to control the power flow from the energy sources and load and is key stage in the system. For high voltage ratio application, transformer coupled and isolated bi-directional DC converters have been proposed such as dual active bridge (DAB) [3], [4], [5] [6], dual active half bridge [7], [8], [9], full bridge current fed [10], [11] and their derivatives [12], [13], [14]. And the power flow could be controlled under the phase-shift modulation. To improve the system efficiency as well as increase the range of operation for the large-range-changeable input voltage, some modulation schemes such as triangular modulation, trapezoidal modulation and PWM plus phase-shift modulation are investigated in [15], [16], [17] and [18], with adding the duty ratio as a modulated parameter.

In this paper, the voltage-fed full bridge with voltage doubler dc-dc converter, shown in Fig. 2, with phase-shift modulation and phase-shift with duty cycle control is investigated. All the switches in the converter can implement turn-on under ZVS. Methods in choosing and designing circuit parameters such as leakage inductance, switching frequency and turn ratio to improve the efficiency and to increase the power range are discussed and hybrid modulation scheme for extended ZVS range and system startup method in section II. In section III, a novel load current feed back PI controller with anti-windup scheme are designed. Finally, in section IV, experimental results verify the effectiveness of the analysis and design.
II. BI-DIRECTIONAL CONVERTER

A. Stable operation mode

When the fuel cell has been started up, the system works in the stable operation mode (Mode I) under \( V = V_o/2N \). The gated and conducting switches during the various operating intervals of the bi-directional dc-dc converter shown in Fig. 2 are listed in Table I. The typical waveforms are shown in Fig. 3. During the interval \( t_0 < t < t_1 \) the resultant mmf exceeds the value needed to establish the rated core flux, unlike normal transformer operation, and the winding current changes rapidly and causes high RMS value.

With reference to Fig. 3, the current values as:

\[
I_{p1} = I_p - \Delta I_p = \frac{4N V_c \delta + (V_o - 2NV_o)\pi}{4oNL},
\]

\[
I_{p2} = I_p + \Delta I_p = \frac{2V_o \delta + (2NV_o - V_o)\pi}{4oNL},
\]

\[
\Delta I_p = \frac{I_{p2} - I_{p1}}{2} = \frac{(V_o - V_o)(\pi - \delta)}{2N2oL}.
\]

where \( V_o \) is voltage on the supercapacitor, \( V_o \) is output voltage, \( \omega \) is the switching angular frequency, \( N \) is the turn ratio, \( L \) is the sum of the transformer leakage inductance and that of the auxiliary inductor. It is evident that when the \( \Delta I_p = 0 \), the current waveform is trapezoidal.

Under the condition that the primary impressed voltage is not equal to the secondary voltage referred to the primary caused by the load disturbance, the instantaneous inductor current, input voltage \( v_{AB} \) and the average power, \( P_{AVG} \) are given:

\[
i(\delta, t) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{4}{\pi n\omega L} \left[ \frac{V_o}{2N} \cos n\delta - V_o \right] \cos n\omega t
\]

\[
+ \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{2}{\pi n\omega L} V_o \cdot \sin n\delta \cdot \sin n\omega t.
\]

B. Dynamic operation mode

During the fuel cell start-up period, supercapacitor tank is discharged to supply the energy that load required. The \( V_c \) will decrease from \( V_{cnormal} \) to \( V_{cstable} \), and \( V_{cnormal}=2V_{stable} \). To extend the ZVS range, in this mode, phase-shift with duty ratio control is used (Mode II). The definition of the duty ratio and typical operating waveforms are shown in Fig. 4. Because of the close-loop control, the output voltage is assume to be constant; thus the HV side operates in the \( D=0.5 \), square-wave mode. Input voltage varies, so we add the duty ratio in the primary side, and calculate the duty cycle as:

\[
d = \frac{D}{2} = \frac{V_{cstable}}{2V_c} = \frac{V_c}{4N\delta}.
\]

According to (9), the duty ratio is inversely proportional to the voltage. If the \( V_c \) equals to \( V_{cstable} \), then \( D=0.5 \) and circuit translates to Mode I.

With reference to Fig. 4, the power flow and peak current in this mode are calculated, respectively, under \( 0.25 < D < 0.5 \), to be as:

\[
P = \frac{VV_c \delta (\pi - \delta) + (D - \delta)(\pi + \delta - D)}{4\pi N o L}
\]

\[
I_{ppeak} = \frac{2V_o \delta + V_o \pi + 2D(2V_o - V_o)}{4oNL}.
\]

From (10), it is shown that due to the duty ratio control, under \( \delta < \pi D \), more power transferred at given phase shift and circuit parameters comparing with that under only phase shift. On other hand, the peak current value is higher that that in Mode I, and it causes the high RMS value to lead bad
efficiency, so the system is not suitable to work in Mode II for long period.

The system can realize the seamless conversion between the different modes. But as mentioned above, the load disturbance will cause $v_1$ changed and lead system to Mode II where peak current is high. To avoid the clattering between the two modes, a mode selection method with the hysteresis comparator is applied, shown in Fig. 5.

C. Parameters

From (7), the control variable, $\delta_i$, is non-linear relationship with the output power or the output voltage. So it is more complicated to choose the parameters.

According to the paper [19], the phase shift should be restricted to less than 0.275 p.u. (1 p.u. represents 180 degrees) to avoid large reactive power circulating within power stage which causes large loss. That will limit the power could be delivered as well as the parameters: the inductance of $L$, switching frequency and turns ratio $n$.

The ZVS region and boundaries are analyzed in [4], [6]. At the rated load, the all switches could be operated under the ZVS condition. But the high RMS value and peak currents on the primary side of the power converter represents the big challenge and limited the efficiency in system design. The RMS value of the current in the switch in primary side is as:

$$I_s = \sqrt{\frac{(I_{s1}^2 + I_{s2}^2 + I_{s3}^2 + I_{s4}^2 + 3\delta^2(I_{s2}^2 - I_{s1}^2) + 4I_{s4}^2)}{3\pi}}.$$

To optimized design to limit the value in (12), the inductor and turns ratio are carefully selected. Inductor value directly affects the power delivery capability and turns ratio affects the phase-shift angle, which affects the reactive power and power losses. For given output voltage and power, the Fig. 6(a) shows the relationship of the $I_s$, RMS value of the current in switch in primary side, $N$ and $L$. In the range of $N$ and $L$ being both smaller, the $I_s$ changes dramatically. Select the parameters as: $n = 4.5$, $L = 9\mu H$ at $V_i = 50V$, $V_o = 400V$, $P_o = 1kW$.

Because the $V_i$ is changed during the fuel cell stack start-up period and instantaneous load disturbance, the relationship of input voltage variation and $I_s$ is shown in Fig. 6(b). We can find that when operate the converter based on the parameters we have chosen, the $I_s$ is not very sensitive to input voltage variation when the input voltage is 50V arround, but when the input voltage is near to 100V, the $I_s$ will be bigger and we should change the operation mode there.

Depending on the $L$, the values of $C_1$ and $C_2$, and the ripple voltage on the output capacitors is expressed as:

$$C_{1,2} \geq \frac{1}{100\omega^2 L}.$$

$$\Delta U_{1,2} = \frac{1}{2C_{1,2}} \int_0^{\delta_{\text{max}}} \left(\frac{4\omega I_{p2}}{\delta_{\text{max}}^2} \cdot \delta \right) \cdot \delta_{\text{max}}^2 \cdot \frac{4\omega I_{p2}}{\delta_{\text{max}}^2} \cdot \delta_{\text{max}}^2.$$

D. Starting procedure

At the system starting stage, at that time the $V_i=0$, from (2) and (3), an inrush would flow and cause the inductor saturation. Soft-start or pre-charge has been discussed in many papers [5]. A simple one is proposed based on the modulation
scheme used in this paper. In (11), when phase-shift angle equals to zero, the LV side switches are under duty cycle control and HV side switches are under synchronous rectifying operation, so at the first pulse of $V_i$, with the duty cycle of $d$, the peak value of $i_l, I_{l_{pv}}$, is expressed as:

$$I_{l_{pv}} = \frac{V_i \pi}{\alpha L} d.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

It is evident that we can limit the inrush current through suppression of the duty cycle.

III. SYSTEM CONTROL

A. Closed loop controller design

Equation (7) and (11) indicate that $V_o$ is not proportional to the phase-shift angle directly, but under $\delta < 0.275$ p.u. it is linear control region of the phase-shift for the converter, approximately. Since the voltage on the supercapacitor varies very slow comparing with the switching frequency, so it a very slow disturbance to the whole system and under the closed-loop operation, in the Mode II, the $d$ is inversely proportional to the supercapacitor voltage, so $d$ can also be viewed as a very slow disturbance.

The system’s control diagram is shown in Fig. 7. A load current predictive PID control with anti-windup protection is used in the system. In the scheme, the $v_i$ and $i_o$ are measured. It is necessary to measure $v_i$ to realize the mode selection and avoid over-voltage and under-voltage. For the load sensor, it is useful to monitor over-current and output power, to limit the power from fuel cells.

As $I_{l_{pv}}=I_{load}$, so the $I_{load}$ is considered as the first perturbation value of the system to the output of the PI controller through the $T_f$, and $v_o$, the voltage on the supercapacitor stacks, is considered as a very slow disturbance to the system, where $T_f$ contains the equation (7) but in this paper the function obtained through the measured results on the prototype because of lack in the system. The anti-windup protection is helpful to prevent the saturation of the integrator to improve the stability of the system, where $K_o$ should be in the same order with $K_p/\delta$.

As $I_{l_{pv}}=I_{load}$, so the $I_{load}$ is considered as the first perturbation value of the system to the output of the PI controller through the $T_f$, and $v_o$, the voltage on the supercapacitor stacks, is considered as a very slow disturbance to the system, where $T_f$ contains the equation (7) but in this paper the function obtained through the measured results on the prototype because of lack in the system. The anti-windup protection is helpful to prevent the saturation of the integrator to improve the stability of the system, where $K_o$ should be in the same order with $K_p/\delta$.

As $I_{l_{pv}}=I_{load}$, so the $I_{load}$ is considered as the first perturbation value of the system to the output of the PI controller through the $T_f$, and $v_o$, the voltage on the supercapacitor stacks, is considered as a very slow disturbance to the system, where $T_f$ contains the equation (7) but in this paper the function obtained through the measured results on the prototype because of lack in the system. The anti-windup protection is helpful to prevent the saturation of the integrator to improve the stability of the system, where $K_o$ should be in the same order with $K_p/\delta$.

Added the small-signal disturbance in (9), the small-signal transfer functions are:

$$G_{i(i)} = \frac{\delta}{L} = \frac{V_o (\pi - 2\delta)}{4\pi \alpha N L}$$

$$G_i = \frac{1}{1 + s T_f}$$

$$G_o = \frac{R}{1 + s R C_i}$$

where $T_f = \frac{1}{2} T_{\text{sample}} + T_\alpha + T_r$ defined in [14], and $T_{\text{sample}}$ is the sampling time of the processor system. The time delay $T_\alpha$ is the delay time caused by the modulator and equal to $\pi L / \omega$, and $T_r$ contains the remaining delay times. We can get the $R_c$ by paralleled discharging resistor in $C_i$ and the resistor of virtual load. With the same method, $G_{o(i)}$ is derived from (10), by adding the small-signal disturbance with on-line calculated duty cycle.

The simulation results based on Matlab are shown in Fig. 8. The simulation parameters are: $V_o=50V, \ V_{p}=400V$, and the output power set up from 1kW to 1.5kW at 0.5 second with the $K_p=3.05 \times 10^{-5} \text{rad/s}, K_o=125 \times 10^{-5} \text{rad/s}$ . Adding the load current feedback control will improve the system dynamic performance.

IV. PROTOTYPE AND EXPERIMENT

In order to verify the feasibility and performance of the converter, a laboratory prototype is built and tested. Circuit parameters and components used of the converter are listed in Table II.

In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the waveforms comparison shows the validity of the parameters optimization design. Under the rated input and output voltages, the inductor current is flat after choosing reasonable inductance and transformer turn ratio.

In Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, the gate drive signals and the corresponding drain-source voltage waveforms show that the all switches in primary side or secondary side can realize ZVS on under rated power.

Waveforms in Mode II, are shown in Fig. 13, under $V_o=400V, \delta=28.8^o \text{ and } d=0.43$. In this mode, $v_{AB}$ shows the waveform with three voltage-levels.

Under the light-load condition, the ZVS on is hard to be realized for the switches, especially for the high voltage side switches. We could find that in Fig. 14, when $Q_1$ turn on, the secondary side current is about zero, so the $Q_1$ is under hard-switching.

| Switches of the primary side | STW34NB20 (200V/34A) |
| Switches of secondary side | IRFP540L (500V/14A) |
| Output DC capacitor ($C_1, C_2$) | 470uF/350V |
| Transformer core material | Ferite PC40 |
| Transformer turns | 6:2 |
| Transformer leakage inductance | 1uH |
| Auxiliary inductor | 9uH |
| Auxiliary transformer core material | Ferrite N27 |
| Snubber film capacitor | 1nF |
| Switching frequency | 20kHz |
| Digital controller | TI TMS320F2808 DSP |

| Figure 9. Waveforms before optimization design. |
Then add the duty control, at same output power, it can realize ZVS again, shown in Fig. 15.

In Fig. 16, the dynamic response shows the effect of the closed-loop control scheme is receivable.

The maximum efficiency of the converter shown in Fig. 17 is about 91%. At idle mode, the idle loss is smaller than 15W. Because of the limitation of phase-shift angle by practical circuits, under the rated input and output voltages, converter can not operate without load. Under rated output power condition, the loss mainly causes by the high RMS current value in the primary side, so the paralleled Mosfet to decrease the on-resistance of the switch should be used to improve the efficiency.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has addressed the bi-directional isolated DC/DC converter to be used in the fuel cell and supercapacitor hybrid
system. With the analysis of the characteristics of the converter, mode conversion scheme should be used in the system to extend the ZVS range and improve the system efficiency in terms of the different input voltage levels. And the phase-shift with duty control can also be used to limit the inrush current during the start-up stage. Based on the simulation and experimental results, the closed-loop control scheme can realize the converter output stable and dynamic response well, but the parameters in controller should be analyzed and designed in depth to improve the system performance and stability in the future. In general, the results from the prototype in lab controlled by DSP clarify the validity of the analysis and design.
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